
DATALERT

Security Analytics  
for Your Data
Spot threats before they become breaches.

Security analytics 
with deep data context
Confidently answer the question “Is my data safe?” 

with continuous monitoring and alerting on your 

core data and systems. Varonis is the only solution 

that combines data classification and access 

governance with UEBA, giving our threat models 

richer context and more accurate alerts.

Detect unusual file and email activity, suspicious 

user behavior, and trigger alerts cross-platform to 

protect your data before it’s too late. Automatic 

response triggers can stop ransomware in its 

tracks, and mitigate the impact of compromised 

accounts and potential data breaches.
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Protect your data wherever it lives.
DatAlert gives you actionable intelligence and security analytics on your data: analyze behavioral patterns 

to see when a user is acting suspiciously - and compare their activity against their peers, their normal 

working hours, and their typical behavior.

Don’t rely on signatures

Our dedicated team of security experts and data 

scientists continually introduce new behavior-based 

threat models to monitor patterns, track the latest 

APTs, and keep your data safe.

Achieve regulatory compliance

Prove to auditors that you’re not just watching 

regulated data, but proactively protecting it.  

Track, monitor, and automatically alert on regulated 

data to pass audits for PCI-DSS, GDPR, HIPAA,  

SOX, GLBA, FISMA, and more.

Investigations & forensics

Visualize security threats with an intuitive dashboard, 

investigate security incidents - even track alerts and 

assign them to team members for closure.

Want to go even further? Rewind to see incidents 

from the past, identify breaches that may have already 

occurred, and pre-emptively tune out false positives.

Get the big picture

Knowing something’s amiss isn’t enough - so get the 

full picture with context: see how unusual behavior 

maps to incidents and activity across platforms.

Get a holistic view of what’s going on: see user 

actions, monitor their behavior, and automatically 

compare against peer behavior.



Unusual mailbox and email activity

Attempts to damage and destroy operational files

Mass delete behaviors

Suspicious access activity

Abnormal lockout behaviors

Modifications to critical files and units

100+ threat models and growing

Sends alerts to your favorite apps
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LIVE PRODUCT TOUR

Get complete visibility and 
control over your data.
See why more than 6,300 of the world’s best companies use Varonis 

to protect their data from insider threats and cyberattacks.

Know where your
sensitive data lives

Ensure only the right  
people have access

Detect and stop malware
and insider threats

Sustain a secure environment 
without manual effort
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REQUEST A DEMO

Scale, speed, agility
As the market leader, our data security platform  

scales like no other. Varonis has been battle-tested 

for more than a decade on networks with billions of 

events per day across petabytes of data. You won’t 

even know we’re there.


